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Introduction 
Throughout the 2016 presidential election cycle and in the months after the election, concerns 
were raised on both sides of the political aisle that the contest was rigged for one candidate or the 
other. Even before 2016, other elections such as the 2000 presidential election have seen major 
controversies over the legitimacy of the outcome. Clearly, there must be something wrong for the 
country to continue to experience such divisiveness over something that should not be debatable, 
as any system that leaves room for uncertainty in its results only undermines its own authority. 
This paper seeks to identify the gaps in the legal framework of elections that might perpetuate 
such problems, as well as explore the following questions: “Are US presidential elections truly 
democratic? How have laws, institutions, and norms in the US succeeded or failed in protecting 
the integrity of presidential elections?” In doing so, it will include definitions for pertinent terms 
and review the relevant scholarly literature surrounding presidential elections, electoral integrity, 
and democracy in America.  
 
Most central to this topic is the notion of democracy, one of the oldest concepts in all of political 
science and one that has been defined in a multitude of ways. For the purposes of this essay, 
democracy will primarily be defined as being characterized by political scientist Robert Dahl’s 
six criteria for a democratic process: elected officials; free, fair, and frequent elections; freedom 
of expression; alternate sources of information; associational autonomy; and inclusive citizenship 
(Dahl 1998). These elements are not solely unique to Dahl’s criteria, and indeed are found in 
many other academic definitions.  
 
Scholar Samuel Huntington similarly theorizes democracy as existing where “decision makers 
are selected through fair, honest, and periodic elections in which candidates freely compete for 
votes and in which virtually all the adult population is free to vote.” (Huntington 1991). Clearly, 
many of the criteria are shared across conceptualizations of democracy that have been widely 
agreed upon in the scholarly community, giving them more legitimacy as a measurement of 
democracy.  
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One might ask why a precise definition of democracy is needed at all. Scholars would argue that 
this is because an idea must be defined before it can be conceptualized and used for real world 
analytic interpretation. In a different text regarding a slightly older version of the criteria, Dahl 
introduces the idea of various ranked levels of democracy that exist depending on how many of 
the criteria a government meets: 
 

“A political process that meets only the first two criteria, I have suggested, might be  
regarded as procedurally democratic in a narrow sense. In contrast, one that also meets  
the criterion of enlightened understanding can be regarded as fully democratic with  
respect to an agenda and in relation to a demos. At a still higher threshold, a process that  
in addition provides for final control of the agenda by its demos is fully democratic in  
relation to its demos. But only if the demos were inclusive enough to meet the fifth  
criterion could we describe the process of decision-making as fully democratic”  
(Dahl 1989). 
 

Clearly, Dahl pegs his assessment of a country’s democracy to how closely it adheres to each of 
the markers that comprise his definition. This framework therefore allows scholars to compare 
countries and specifically determine how democratic each is.  
 
Interestingly, in the same text Dahl acknowledges that “A perfect democratic process and a 
perfect democratic government might never exist in actuality. They represent ideas of human 
possibilities against which actualities may be compared” (Dahl, Democracy and Its Critics 107). 
Essentially, Dahl sees perfect democracy only as an ideal that governments should strive for and 
be measured against for the purposes of improvement. This means that democracy must be 
looked at as more of a relative scale than one of absolute value.  
 
In terms of the electoral aspect of this puzzle, Scholar Pippa Norris describes electoral integrity 
as “agreed-upon international conventions and universal standards about elections reflecting 
global norms applying to all countries worldwide throughout the electoral cycle, including 
during the pre-electoral cycle, the campaign, on polling day, and its aftermath” (Norris 2014, 
Why Electoral Integrity Matters). Electoral integrity therefore refers to the extent to which a 
country’s elections reliably adhere to objective guidelines such as Dahl’s criteria. While Norris 
takes a very international approach to electoral integrity, it can also be a useful definition on the 
national level as well. The United States and its presidential election system can thus be 
considered through this lens, which forms the basis for this paper.  
 
Formal U.S. Election Law 
One prominent political theory regarding electoral laws is Rational Choice Institutionalism, a 
“Darwinian” theory based on the premises that formal election rules create impactful incentives 
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and that politicians are rationally “vote-maximizing,” meaning that their sole goal is to gain 
office, so they tend to pander in doing whatever they can to win (Norris 2014, Electoral 
Engineering). This theory downplays other factors such as voter demographics and candidate 
ideology in favor of emphasizing the effects of the formal rules on outcomes and political 
behaviors. Those who subscribe to Rational Choice Institutionalism would then see election laws 
as a primary concern when considering electoral integrity in the United States.  
 
Campaign Finance  
One key aspect of this is campaign finance laws and the question of the need for reform. Though 
the issue has risen to a boil in recent years, it is not a new problem and has roots going all the 
way back to the Teapot Dome Scandal in the 1920s (Hasen 2011). However, it has seen several 
changes in the past few decades. These began with the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 
which created the Federal Election Commission and passed restrictions on campaign 
contributions (Hasen 2011). Parts of the law were then struck down by the 1976 Supreme Court 
decision in Buckley v. Valeo that campaign contribution constituted free speech and that their 
limitation violated the First Amendment (Hasen 2011).  
 
Since then, more laws such as the 2002 McCain-Feingold Act have been enacted to attempt to 
strengthen regulations on soft money contributions (Smith 2011). Meanwhile, other court 
decisions like Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission in 2010 have further weakened 
campaign finance laws by defining corporations as people with the right to free speech through 
campaign contributions. This essentially opened the floodgates for money to flow into politics by 
removing the last barriers for corporate donations, and the system has been negatively affected 
by it ever since. 
 
 Clearly, the U.S. legal system has been grappling with campaign finance for many years and has 
been unsuccessful in concretely defining its role in politics for a large part of the country’s 
history. Every few years, a new law or court case comes along and changes the environment for 
the foreseeable future. Since the campaign finance battle kicked off in the 70s, and particularly 
since the Citizens United case, money in politics has led to increased influence in elections by 
the wealthy and greater average incumbent advantages (Smith 2011). Looking back at Dahl’s 
criteria for democracy, this would seem to violate the principle of free and fair elections, since an 
election outcome decided by a small group of power individuals would disadvantage the less 
powerful and therefore definitionally not be free or fair. Nor would an election be fair if it gave 
incumbents such an overwhelming headstart that it essentially extinguishes all potential 
competition from challengers. These are just some of the concerns raised by critics of the current 
state of US campaign finance laws. 
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Civil Rights 
One of the main tenets of Dahl’s aforementioned definition of democracy is an inclusive 
citizenship, meaning that everyone in the country has the ability to participate equally (Dahl 
1998). Civil rights in the form of citizens’ access to elections is therefore a highly relevant area 
of election law in determining whether a country’s elections are democratic. In the United States, 
the main legislation is the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which was initiated to protect the voting 
rights of African-Americans during a time of great racial prejudice and struggle, and which stood 
for decades until the 2013 case Shelby County v. Holder (Rhodes 2017). In its ruling on the case, 
the Supreme Court struck down the coverage formula which “identified jurisdictions with 
records of racial discrimination in elections and thereby made their proposed election rules 
subject to pre-approval by the federal government” (Rhodes 2017). Removing this therefore gave 
back federal supervision of state election laws that had been necessitated by historical racist 
disenfranchisement codified in legal requirements like poll taxes, property requirements, and 
literacy tests (Ackerman 2009).  
 
While lawmakers such as Senators Chuck Grassley, Jeff Sessions, and Lindsey Graham argued 
that the removal of this oversight was actually a sign of improved race relations (Rhodes 2017), 
this does not seem to be the case-- quite the opposite. A weaker version of the old VRA called 
the Voting Rights Amendment Act was created in 2014 to try to fill the hole that had been 
opened by Shelby County, but there was not enough support in Congress to pass even the 
watered-down version (Rhodes 2017). Clearly, Shelby County had permanently shifted the status 
quo of civil rights, and failing to replace the existing legislation would give more freedom to 
states that had openly discriminated against minorities less than 50 years previously. With many 
of the same people and structures still in place, a retreat to old tactics would not be surprising.  
 
Similar to campaign finance, the shifting civil rights protections for minority voters represent a 
battle over election integrity. While the campaign finance changes demonstrate a strengthening 
of the power of the economic elite, the degradation of long-standing civil rights represents racial 
backsliding and a tilting of the election field away from minorities. Again, this breaks down the 
democratic requirement of inclusive citizenship, since voter laws exhibiting disparate impact 
would indirectly harm the ability of people to have an equal opportunity to participate.  
  
Election Institutions  
 
The Electoral College 
The Electoral College is arguably the most important linkage institution in American politics, 
since it directly translates public support into the selection of a national leader. However, things 
have been known to get lost in translation, as there have been several cases where the winner of 
the popular vote has lost the Electoral College and thus, the presidency. To truly see the impact 
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of the Electoral College today, it is important to understand the history behind it and why it was 
created in the first place.  
 
The Electoral College was originally created as a barrier between the presidency and the largely 
uneducated American population, as well as a concession to less populated rural slave states 
(Bennett 2006). Clearly, the original purpose for its creation was not to protect democracy but to 
purposely hinder it. Since then, it has only continued, as urban centers lose a large portion of 
influence to the rural areas as a result of the way that Electoral College votes are apportioned. 
This has the consequence of also tipping the scale politically towards the Republican Party due 
to the urban/rural geographic cleavage along party lines (Bicker 1971). 
 
Some would also argue that Electoral College winners losing the popular vote makes it an 
illegitimate win, since “as many as five American presidents have been elected without winning 
the popular vote: John Quincy Adams (1824), Rutherford B. Hayes (1876), Benjamin Harris 
(1888), George W. Bush (2000), and Donald Trump (2016)” (Ross 2017). In following this line 
of reasoning, these outcomes would make the Electoral College undemocratic because it would 
mean that the elections are not free and fair, as the winner chosen by the people would not be the 
one to ultimately gain the presidency. That would also mean that the top US official is not so 
much elected as they are appointed, another violation of Dahl’s criteria.  
 
In response, defenders of the Electoral College would say that “‘The winner should win’ might 
make an easy sound bite, but a national popular vote victory is not the only route to legitimacy, 
as the Founders well knew[...] all that can be expected of a presidential candidate is that he plays 
by the rules of the game then in effect. If he wins under the existing set of rules, then he is the 
legitimate winner” (Ross 2017). Granted, this argument succeeds in defending the legal 
legitimacy of election outcomes, but it still does not address the undemocratic nature of the 
Electoral College as an institution which has historically selected a non-majority-winning 
candidate in 1 out of 9 elections. The connection of the two points depends on whether one’s 
view of legitimacy includes a popular vote mandate or not.  
 
Another issue is that “faithless electors” can decide to deviate from their assigned vote and cast 
based on their own preferences, which is entirely undemocratic as it lessens the voice of the 
people and can directly contradict the votes that they had cast (Bennett 2006). This is similarly 
cemented in the Constitution through the Article II provision that the House of Representatives 
would choose the president if no candidate got a majority in the Electoral College, which 
actually did occur once in 1824, when the House picked John Quincy Adams to be the president 
(Bennett 2006). In both cases, something or someone other than the direct will of the people 
influenced or determined entirely the outcome of the election.  
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Potential precedent for a challenge to the Electoral College can be seen in some of the forefront 
Supreme Court cases regarding gerrymandering and redistricting. These include Baker v. Carr in 
1962 allowing redistricting to be judiciable, and Gray v. Sanders in 1963, which created the “one 
person, one vote” concept of apportionment (Bicker 1971). While voter districts deal more with 
state and local elections, they are essentially scaled down versions of the Electoral College, and 
so an argument could be made for the application of those cases to the Electoral College as well.  
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, while the United States is considered one of the oldest continuous democracies in 
the world and has electoral integrity stronger than many other countries, research has shown that 
there are still many inherently undemocratic aspects of the electoral system that could be 
improved. More specifically, there are conflicting scholarly perspectives on campaign finance 
and civil rights legislation, but the research presents a more clear consensus about the 
undemocratic nature of the Electoral College. The issues in the overall system are particularly 
urgent with regards to Dahl’s free/fair elections and inclusive citizenship criteria for democracy, 
which have been attacked from many sides in the US legal framework for elections. Elections 
that are not free and fair or ones that do not include the entire citizen population are not 
democratic, so the fact that U.S. elections have even a hint of these issues is a big problem. 
Using Dahl’s scale of democracy, I would describe the U.S. as not fully democratic, but 
somewhere just below it.  
 
Since the undemocratic aspects of U.S. presidential elections are ongoing, more research must be 
done to update the literature with current events as they unfold. In particular, the investigation 
into the Russian interference in the 2016 election is relevant, since it may have manipulated the 
undemocratic aspects of the election process in order to intentionally subvert the will of the 
people and undermine the electoral integrity of the United States, which would be gravely 
concerning if found to be true. Therefore, the significance of this issue for both current events 
and future elections cannot be understated. 
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